We define a Markovian parallel dynamics for a class of nearest neighbors spin systems.
Introduction
In this paper we introduce a new stochastic dynamics for the nearest neighbor Ising model in 2 dimensions. A remarkable property of this dynamics is the presence of a parameter q that tunes the geometry of the system. Namely for q very large the geometry is the usual square lattice, for finite q the system naturally lives on the hexagonal lattice, while in the limit q → 0 the system becomes the product of independent 1 − d Ising systems. The dynamics introduced in this paper is a reversible Probabilistic Cellular Automata (PCA), i.e., it updates at each step all the spins. We prove that in some regimes of the parameters it converges relatively fast to equilibrium, and its stationary measure tends to the Gibbs measure in the thermodynamic limit.
In the past two decades, in the context of equilibrium statistical mechanics, some effort has been spent in order to study the possibility to sample the Gibbs measure of spin systems by means of PCA. Gibbs samplings can be realized by introducing Markov chains on the configuration space, i.e., given a spin configuration, say σ, one defines a transition probability matrix and samples a new configuration, say τ , according to such transition probabilities. In the most popular examples of this approach the dynamics are sequential, in the sense that the allowed transitions are between pairs of configurations differing at most in one site. The main feature of PCA is the fact that the transition probabilities for the extraction of the new spins τ in each site are independent. This factorization property is interesting from a numerical point of view because the PCA are natural candidates for parallel algorithms in statistical mechanics. Moreover the "mobility" of a random dynamics in which all spins may be updated in a parallel way is expected to be higher than in the case of a sequential dynamics, and then it is possible that the mixing time of the parallel chain is smaller than the mixing times of sequential ones. For both these reasons we expect PCA to be effective algorithms for Gibbs sampling.
Despite its simplicity, however, this idea is not completely straightforward.
The first attempts at studying PCA in the context of Equilibrium Statistical Mechanics dates back to [17] , where various features of the infinite-volume limit have been investigated, in particular its space-time Gibbsian nature. On the other hand, invariant measures for infinite-volume PCA may be non-Gibbsian, as shown in [12] . The definition of sequen-tial dynamics with given invariant measure µ is easy, whereas for PCA this task is not trivial at all. Counterexamples are given in [11] , while [19] provides explicit conditions on µ for the existence of a PCA reversible with respect to µ. In particular, if µ is a Gibbs measure for a short range interaction, one expects that the transition probabilities of the PCA can be chosen to be local, i.e. π(τ i |σ) depends only on σ j with j "close", in some sense, to i. In [7] it has been proven that, in general, the stationary measure defined by a local PCA may have nothing to share with the Gibbs measure, giving rise to stable checkerboard configurations.
In the past years some of the authors of the present paper have investigated the possibility of defining a class of local PCA in which the stationary measure tends to the Gibbs measure µ in the thermodynamic limit. In the context of the nearest-neighbors Ising model it has been introduced a class of PCA in which an "inertial" term appears in the dynamics, preventing the simultaneous update of a too large set of spins. The idea is the following: the spin at each site is updated with an heat-bath rule according to the local field given by the configuration at all its nearest neighbors and a self-interaction term tuned by an inertial parameter q. For this class of PCA the ergodic measure tends to the Gibbs measure in total variation distance in the thermodynamic limit, provided the temperature is sufficiently far form the critical one (see [9] , [10] , [23] ). Moreover it has been realized in [20] and in [10] that it is possible to define irreversible PCA having the same features, and that for a suitable choice of parameters their mixing time is considerably smaller than that of sequential and reversible dynamics. In particular, also in the low-temperature regimes, the mixing time becomes polynomial in the volume of the system, whereas, in the same regimes, it is exponential for sequential and reversible dynamics. The basic idea of this irreversible dynamics is the following: the local field felt by each spin while updating depends on half of its neighbors, namely the one close to a fixed direction in the space, and the self-interaction term. For instance in the 2d Ising model, that is the case discussed in the aforementioned papers, the local field of a given site is determined by the configuration of the left and downwards spins.
The irreversible PCA mentioned above are quite sensitive to boundary conditions. In particular their stationary measure can be easily computed in the translational invariant case, i.e., with periodic boundary conditions. However for different boundary conditions it has been proven in [24] that the stationary measure, already in a very simplified context, is really difficult to compute explicitly, and it is definitely non Gibbsian.
In this paper we define a 2d-dynamics that is inspired by the irreversible PCA mentioned above. In this dynamics the local fields driving the transitions are alternatively given by the left and downwards spins, in the even steps, and by the right and upwards spins in the odd steps. We call this PCA a "shaken" dynamics. The homogeneous dynamics obtained by the product of an even and an odd step of the shaken process turns out to be reversible, and in the case of periodic boundary conditions it has several features of the irreversible dynamics mentioned above. Moreover by reversibility it is possible to study the stationary measure of the dynamics also with different boundary conditions.
The main tool to define the shaken dynamics is a pair Hamiltonian H(σ, τ ) with left and downwards interactions, plus the self-interaction controlled by the parameter q and possibly the presence of an external magnetic field. On the space of pair of configurations the pair Hamiltonian corresponds to an Ising model defined on a hexagonal lattice. Two of the three edges exiting from each site correspond to the left and downwards interactions of strength J, while the third corresponds to the self-interaction q. The limit q → 0 corresponds to erasing these q-edges obtaining, from the hexagonal lattice, independent copies of 1-d Ising model. The opposite limit, q → ∞, corresponds to the collapse of the hexagonal lattice into the square one, by identifying the sites connected by the q-edges.
Beside the possibility of sampling in a parallel and fast way the Gibbs measure of the nearest-neighbor Ising model, an extra motivation of our shaken dynamics is that the alternate interaction that defines it turns out to be a good model to take into account the effects of Earth's tides in geodynamics. We propose in this paper a toy model in which the shaken dynamics is used to describe the friction between the Earth's lithosphere and mantle. While the model is quite simplified from a geological point of view, it seems to catch some basic feature of the continental drift.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following subsection of this introduction we discuss the geological interpretation of the model. In section 2 we define our shaken dynamics and we present our main results about it. We prove that the stationary distribution of the shaken dynamics is close to the Gibbs distribution. In the regime of low temperature we present also a metastability argument, and we show that our dynamics is sensibly faster than a sequential Metropolis algorithm. In section 3 we give the proofs of the theorems presented in section 2, while section 4 is devoted to the discussion of some numerical results, also related to the geological interpretation of our model, to the conclusions about our present results and to several open problems.
Geological motivation
The possibility of a tidal component in the drift of the tectonic plates is a debated argument in geodynamics. Since the discovery of the net westwards drift of the lithosphere, Earth's rotation effects have been supposed in various models (see [27] , [25] and references therein).
One of the main objections to this kind of arguments is the following: assuming that the liquid astenosphere can be described in terms of a Navier-Stokes fluid with very high viscosity, the friction between lithosphere and mantle is too high to be influenced by the weak forces giving rise to oceanic and terrestrial tides. In [27] it has been suggested that the description of the liquid astenosphere in terms of Navier-Stokes equation can be reasonable on very long time scale, while the short time displacement between litosphere and mantle involves typically discrete events, i.e. the sudden random fractures of rigid constraints between the two. It is reasonable to think that the main effect of such sudden breakages are the earthquakes. In [27] it has been suggested a simplified mean field model in which the energy involved in these random fractures is also random, and the single breakage occurs on a memoryless basis (exponential distribution) with a rate depending on the energy of each constraint and on the number of constraints still active. The model is a mean field approximation in the sense that there is no geometry, no dependence on the position of the constraints. A similar model is studied here, but we want to take into account the geometry of the system. It is reasonable to think that the probability of a breaking is influenced by the state of the neighbor constraints. A constraint surrounded by broken neighbors breaks with a slightly higher probability. On the other hand a constraint with intact neighbors tends to remain intact. This suggests a ferromagnetic interaction between constraints. We want to take into account in the model also the fact that the stress between litosphere and mantle due to the gradient of the tidal forces changes its direction twice a day. This forces are very small, but they are very rapidly changing, implying the possibility to observe a mechanical fatigue on the constraints, and then an increased probability of fracture. In our model, then, the breaking probability of a constraint has a weak dependence on the state of the neighbors, first in one direction and then in the opposite one: a shaken dynamics. The presence of the self-interacting term and an external magnetic field models the tendency of the constraints to remain in the same state, independent of the state of the vicinity. As it will be discussed in the last section, the small interaction with the neighbors has has dramatic effects on the dynamics.
The tectonic faults are incorporated in the model by means of a boundary condition of sites that are never connected to the underlying mantle. We describe with σ i = −1 an intact constraints, and with σ i = +1 a broken one. Hence the fault is modelled by a line of +1 spins. Typically the instant of a spin flip is the beginning of an earthquake, while the seismic swarm has a duration given by the interval in which the constraint remains broken. We will define in section 4 a set of values of the constants appearing in the model that is able to catch some important features of the distribution of earthquakes in space and time. Clearly the hypothesis of an underlying regular lattice of possible constraints is added here for the sake of simplicity. However this geological interpretation of our results is really very encouraging, and further researches, mainly in order to make the model more realistic, will follow. We conclude this introduction mentioning the fact that the literature about the origin of the friction between litosphere and mantle is really poor, and, as outlined above, it is mainly devoted to an application of the Navier-Stokes solutions with very low Reynolds number, corresponding to the assumption of a laminar flow.
Definition and main results

The model
Let Λ be a two-dimensional L × L square lattice in Z 2 and B Λ denotes the set of all nearest neighbors in Λ, i.e. { x, y : x, y ∈ Λ, |x − y| = 1} with |x − y| being the usual lattice distance in Z d , plus the pairs of sites at opposite faces of the square Λ, so that the pair (Λ, B Λ ) is homeomorphic to the two-dimensional discrete torus (Z/LZ) 2 . We denote by X Λ the set of spin configurations in Λ., i.e., X Λ = {−1, 1} Λ .
In Λ we fix a set B with fixed spins, playing the role of boundary conditions, this means that we will consider the state space X Λ,B = {σ ∈ X Λ : σ x = +1 ∀x ∈ B}.
To introduce the Markov chain defining the dynamics, following the same ideas used in [9] , [23] , [20] we consider the pair Hamiltonian with asymmetric interaction
(1) where x ↑ , x → , x ↓ , x ← are respectively the up, right, down, left neighbors of the site x on the torus (Λ, B Λ ), J > 0 is the ferromagnetic interaction, q > 0 is the inertial constant and λ > 0 represents an external field. We have H(σ, σ) = H(σ) − q|Λ| + λ x∈Λ σ x where H(σ) is the usual Ising Hamiltonian with magnetic field −λ
Note also that H(σ, τ ) = H(τ, σ).
Define the two functions
and the two asymmetric updating
Due to the definition of the pair Hamiltonian the updating given by the transition probability P dl (σ, σ ) is parallel: given a configuration σ in each site x ∈ Λ a new spin configuration σ x is chosen with a probability proportional to e h dl x (σ)σ x where the local down-left field h dl x (σ) due to the configuration σ is given by
Similarly for P ur (σ, σ ) with a up-right field
.
With these asymmetric transition probabilities we define on X Λ,B the shaken dynamics
given by the Markov chain with transition probabilities
So the shaken dynamics is the composition of two asymmetric steps, with interactions in opposite directions. Note that similar definition of the dynamics could be obtained, of course, by considering
Results
We first collect preliminary results on the shaken dynamics in the following Theorem. In the proof we also write explicitly the invariant measure of the shaken dynamics in terms of Peierls contours.
Theorem 2.1
The stationary measure of the shaken dynamics is
and reversibility holds. This stationary measure is the marginal of the measure on X Λ,B × X Λ,B defined by:
The space of pairs of configurations with interaction given by H(σ, τ ) can be represented as the configuration space X H for the Ising model on an hexagonal lattice H. Since H is a bipartite graph, the vertex set V of H can be decomposed into two sets V = V 1 ∪ V 2 , with |V i | = |Λ|, i = 1, 2 and each σ∈ X H can be written as σ= (σ 1 , σ 2 ) with σ i ∈ X V i ,B , i = 1, 2. The shaken dynamics on X Λ,B corresponds to an alternate dynamics on X H in the following sense
where z 1 , z 2 , z 3 ∈ V i nearest neighbors of x (see Fig. 2 , pag. 20), and the measure
is the non reversible stationary measure of P alt .
The results concerning the alternate dynamics introduced in the previous theorem can be expressed in a more general context. In particular the following theorem holds.
Theorem 2.2
Let H(σ, τ ) be a pair Hamiltonian with σ, τ ∈ X Λ and
for a family of linear functions h 1 x (τ ) and h 2 x (σ), x ∈ Λ. The space of pairs of configurations
The pair Hamiltonian defines therefore a bipartite graph G = (V, E) with edge set E induced by the explicit form of the linear functions h 1 x (τ ) and h 2 x (σ).
Consider the alternate, parallel dynamics P alt on X with transition probabilities
Then the stationary measure of P alt is
that is the Gibbs measure on the space X . This dynamics is in general non reversible.
Coming back to our shaken dynamics, by equation (8) and noting that P alt (σ,τ ) does not depend on σ 2 , we can define the evolution of X sh t as a marginal of the evolution of the alternate process X alt t given by the Markov chain with transition probabilities P alt (σ,τ ). This means that if we consider a path ω for the process X alt , i.e., a sequence of configurations
and the associated path for the process X sh ω ω :
we have
From now on let B = ∅, i.e., we consider standard periodic boundary conditions.
We denote by π G Λ the Gibbs measure
with H(σ) defined in (2).
Define the total variation distance, or L 1 distance, between π Λ and π G Λ as
Set δ = e −2q , and let δ be such that
In the following theorem 2.3 we control the distance between the invariant measure of the shaken dynamics and the Gibbs measure at low temperature and for q positive and large.
Actually this is an extension of Theorem 1.2 in [23] where the case λ = 0 was considered.
Theorem 2.3
Under the assumption (13) , there existJ such that for any J >J
Note that, following the same strategy, we can easily prove that in the case of finite volume, |Λ| fixed, there exists J 0 sufficiently large, η ∈ (0, 1) and C = C(J 0 , η, Λ) such that for any J and q with J 0 < J < q(1 − η) we have
Our next and last result is on the convergence to equilibrium of the shaken dynamics in the low temperature regime at fixed volume |Λ|. We will use the following parametrization:
and suppose ε small but fixed, β → ∞ and Λ large (|Λ| > 1 ε 2 ) fixed, i.e., independent of β. For this choice of the parameters the invariant measure of the shaken dynamics concentrates on the configuration with all negative spins, we call it −1, parallel to the external magnetic field −λ. However the convergence to equilibrium is delayed by the metastable behaviour of the system. Suppose to start with all positive spins, call this configuration +1. This state is a metastable state in the sense that, to leave it, the process has to overcome a high potential barrier. Indeed in this low temperature regime
with H(σ) = min τ H(σ, τ ), where the configuration τ , realizing the minimum, is such that
The configuration +1 corresponds to a local minimum of the energy H(σ) and there is a local drift to this minimum given by typical transitions of probability of order one. To leave +1 the process has to go "against" this drift, with transitions of exponentially small probability. Indeed small clusters of minus spin in a sea of positive spins, have the tendency to shrink, and there is a critical size of cluster of minus spin to overcome in order to prefer to grow. We want to show that in this regime of parameters, the shaken dynamics has a smaller typical time to reach the stable configuration −1 w.r.t. standard single spin flip dynamics, e.g. Glauber dynamics. The advantage is not due to parallelization. Indeed even if the shaken dynamics is parallel, so that
at low temperature (β large) it behaves with large probability like a single spin flip dynamics starting from +1. Parallelization has positive effects when the dynamics is going along and not against the drift.
The gain is due to geometrical reasons: the shaken dynamics is equivalent to the alternate dynamics on the hexagonal lattice, and the potential barrier on this lattice is lower than the corresponding barrier on the square lattice.
Denote by τ sh −1 the first hitting time to the configuration −1 for the shaken dynamics and by P +1 (τ sh −1 > t) its distribution starting from the configuration +1.
Theorem 2.4 For β sufficiently large and for any α > 0 arbitrarily small we have
for some a > 0, with T sh = e E sh c β and
Note that with the same parameters J and λ, for the usual Glauber single spin flip dynamics we have that for β large and α > 0 arbitrarily small (see e.g. [22] , [3] ) 
By the remark after Theorem 2.3, equation (16) enables us to conclude that in this small temperature regime the shaken dynamics is an efficient tool for Gibbs sampling within a given error depending on β.
The advantages of the shaken dynamics can be summarized as follows:
-the dynamics is actually on a different lattice so there is a gain of a square root when moving "against the drift"; -the dynamics is parallel so there is a gain in the efficiency proportional to |Λ| when moving "along the drift".
3 Proofs of the results
Proof of theorem 2.1
We have immediately the detailed balance condition w.r.t. the measure π Λ,B (σ) indeed
Given a configuration σ ∈ X Λ,B we denote by γ(σ) its Peierls contour in the dual
Starting from the Peierls contour of σ, due to the symmetry of the interaction, we also define two subsets of Λ:
and
Note that
Since h dl x (σ) takes values
with this notation we easily get
Representing the pair of configurations on the graph in Fig. 1 , the equivalence of the spaces X Λ,B × X Λ,B and X H and equation (8) follow immediately.
By writing
even if in general
The final part of this proof clearly holds in the more general context considered in theorem 
Proof of theorem 2.3
To prove Theorem 2.3 it is possible to argue as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [23] .
In our notation π Λ and π G Λ correspond, respectively, to π P CA and π G used in [23] . Further let g x (σ) := J(σ x ↓ + σ x ← ) be the analogue of h i (σ) in [23] . Note that here we dropped all references to boundary conditions.
Recalling that that δ = e −2q , it is possible to write Z σ in the following way:
where the sum over τ has been rewritten as the sum over all subsets I ⊂ Λ such that τ x = −σ x if x ∈ I and τ x = σ x otherwise and |V + (σ)| = x∈Λ 1 {σx=+1} is the number of plus spins in Λ. The factors e q|Λ| and e λ|Λ| do not depend on σ and cancel out in the ratio
Using Jensen's inequality the total variation distance between π Λ and π G Λ can be bounded as follows
To prove the theorem, it will be shown that ∆(δ) = O(δ 2 |Λ|).
By writing ∆(δ) = e
log(π G Λ (f 2 ))−2 log(π G the claim follows, as in the proof of Theorem 1.2 in [23] , by showing that the argument of the exponential divided by |Λ| is analytic in δ and that the first order term of its expansion in δ cancels out.
In other words the claim follows thanks to the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1 There exists J c such that, for all J > J c 1.
Proof: The proof of this follows closely the proof of Lemma 2.3 in [23] . The analyticity
is proven by showing that these quantities can be written as partition functions of an abstract polymer gas. The analyticity is obtained using standard cluster expansion.
To carry over this task, we will rewrite π G Λ (f k ) in terms of standard Peierls contours (see (18) ). Divide the sites in Λ according to the value of the spins and number of edges of the Peierls contour left and below the site in the following way:
With this notation, f (σ) can be written as
with ξ(σ, λ) = (1 + δe −2λ ) (1 + δe −4J−2λ )
and e −H(σ) = e (2J+λ)|Λ| e −2J|γ(σ)|−2λ|V + (σ)| .
We have
A straightforward computation yields ξ k (σ, λ) ≤ ξ k (σ, 0) and then This implies that the proof can be concluded following the same steps as in [23] .
Proof of theorem 2.4
We proceed by following standard arguments in the study of metastability, see eg. [22] , [28] .
As noted at the end of Theorem 2.1, we can define the evolution of X sh t as a marginal of the evolution of the alternate process X alt so that τ sh −1 ≤ τ alt −1 . So we have to study metastability in the hexagonal anisotropic lattice with the alternate dynamics.
We first prove that with our choice of the parameters, the alternate process is in the Freidlin Wentzell (FW) regime ( [13] ). This means that to each transition we can associate a non negative exponential costs ∆(σ,τ ), i.e., for large β we have
with α = α(β) → 0 for β → ∞. For shortness, with standard notation, we will write
Indeed we have that ∆(σ,τ ) =
where
the nearest neighbors of x 2 , z 3 being the neighbor related to x 2 by a q-bond (orthogonal to horizontal dual bond in Fig. 2) and similarly for h x 1 (τ 2 ). Here [·] − denotes the negative part. These relations for the transition costs are immediately obtained, recalling our parametrization, by the definition (10) and noting that for large β and for any a ∈ R we have 
The study of metastability in the FW regime is a well known problem and general results are available ( [22] , [3] , [2] ). We do not perform here the complete metastability analysis but we will describe just the first step of the renormalization procedure in [28] . Even if more complete results on the behavior of the process in the escape from metastability could be obtained, we will restrict ourself to deduce the estimate (15).
In the FW regime, to each finite path φ : σ → τ from σ to τ , i.e., φ : σ 0 = σ, σ 1 , ..., σ t = τ with t independent of β, we associate the cost
since it is easy to prove (see e.g. [13] , [28] )
and to each pair of states σ, τ we associate the minimal cost
The states σ and τ are equivalent, and we write τ ∼ σ, if V (σ,τ ) = V (τ ,σ) = 0. The stable configurations are given by the following definition (see [13] ).
Given a configuration σ∈ X H we denote by γ(σ) its Peierls contour in the dual B * H = ∪ (x,y)∈B H (x, y) * , i.e.,
Note that Peierls contours live on the dual lattice, i.e., on the triangular lattice, see eg 
For σ ∈ M 0 , if γ i ∈ Γ w then it is a piecewise linear curve made of segments of consecutive dual edges with angles 2π 3 . On the other hand if γ i ∈ Γ c then it contains a cluster of spins -1 with exactly two internal angles equal to π 3 (the higher and the lower vertex in Fig. 2 ). We call sides of γ the four segments adjacent to these two angles. Moreover the parallelogram circumscribed to the cluster of spin -1 has perimeter |γ|. Note also that in this triangular geometry, given a parallelogram with perimeter 2n the maximal enclosed area is n 2 2 if n is even, and is (n + 1) n 2 in the odd case (the double of the area contained in the same perimeter in the square lattice).
We have Proof of Proposition 3. 4 We first note that for any σ∈ X H there is a unique configuration T 0 (σ) ∈ X H such that ∆(σ, T 0 (σ)) = 0 and for any other σ = T 0 (σ) we have ∆(σ,σ ) > 0. Indeed T 0 (σ) corresponds to the evolution at zero temperature of σ and is the unique configuration in which in any site x ∈ V 2 the spin is parallel to h x (σ 1 ) and in any site x ∈ V 1 the spin is parallel to h x (T 0 (σ) 2 ). For each σ∈ M 0 we have that T 0 (σ) = σ and for each τ =σ we have V (σ,τ ) > 0 so that M 0 ⊆ M . On the other hand if σ ∈ M 0 there exists a γ ∈ γ(σ) containing bonds corresponding to interaction q or a spin +1 of σ sharing with γ at least two dual bonds. This means that T 0 (σ) = σ and H(σ) > H(T 0 (σ)), so that σ ∈ M , that is M ⊆ M 0 and this complete the proof.
We have the following recurrence property in M : Proposition 3.5 There exists a finite t 0 (independent of J) and a constant b such that for any t > t 0
where τ alt M is the first hitting time to M for the process X alt t .
The proof can be found in [28] (see proposition 2.2). The idea is very simple: as shown in the proof of Proposition 3.4 , for each σ ∈ M there is a path φ = φ(σ) such that φ : σ → M with I(φ) = 0 of finite length t(σ) ≤ t 0 , since at each step the energy strictly decreases.
This means that for each σ ∈ M we can construct the event
realizing the arrival to the set M , and such that P(E(σ)) 1 uniformly on σ ∈ M . The
with n = t t 0
and from this (30) immediately follow. Equation (30) implies in particular that the probability that the process remains outside M for a time t = e αβ with α > 0 arbitrarily small, is super-exponentially small (SES) in β.
Following again [28] we can define a renormalized Markov chainX t among states in M corresponding to the original chain X alt t looked on the time scale
with the following construction. Let start in a configuration σ∈ M and consider the sequences of times (o k ) in which the process comes out from a configuration in M and the times (i k ) in which the process comes in M as follows:
The times ζ k are stopping time and with this sequence we define on M the homogeneous Markov chainX
By the general theory in [28] we have the following transition probabilities for the chain
taking values larger or equal to V 1 . This means that the chainX is again in the FW regime and it represents a coarse graining version of the chain X alt in the sense that at each path φ of X alt we can associate a coarse grained path CG(φ) ofX by considering the states visited by φ at the sequence of times ζ k evaluated on φ. On the other direction, to each pathφ of the chainX we can associate a set of paths φ of X alt given by {φ : CG(φ) =φ} having a probability P(X alt follows a path in {φ : CG(φ) =φ}) P(X followsφ).
In this way we can study the behavior of the process X alt by using a simpler chainX k .
Note that for any hitting time τ alt A for the process X alt t , with A ⊂ M and for any T if we defineT = T t 1 andτ A the hitting time to A of the processX k we have:
withᾱ < α.
Indeed let ν(T ) = max{k : ζ k < T }, we have
Note that ζ k+1 − ζ k ≤ 2t 1 if, by the recurrence property in M (see (30)), we can exclude in [0, T ] the permanence of the process outside M for a time t 1 :
and so (35) holds.
In our case, since M = M 0 , we can evaluate the different transition probabilities ofX.
1) (minimal cost)
2) (starting move)
If σ (1, 1) is the configuration with only a couple of minus spins forming a rhombus of side one somewhere in Λ, we havē
3) (decreasing moves)
If σ n is the configuration with a cluster of minus with minimal side n and σ − n is the configuration obtained by removing a minimal sidē
4) (increasing moves)
If σ + is a configuration in M obtained by σ adding a row of minus spins
5) (staying moves)
If σ has not minimal sides of length 1 then
6) (other moves)
All the other transition probabilities are asymptotically smaller or equal to e −2β .
The size n c = 1 ε + 1 turns out to be critical in the sense that clusters with minimal side n ≥ n c has a probability to grow larger than the probability to shrink since 2−2ε < 2ε(n−1) and viceversa clusters with minimal side n < n c has a probability to shrink larger than the probability to grow since 2 − 2ε > 2ε(n − 1).
Proof of Proposition 3.6
By (33) and (34) we have to estimate the minimal cost of paths going from a configuration σ∈ M 0 to another configuration τ ∈ M 0 . To leave a configuration σ∈ M 0 one has to flip at least a spin, say in x, and call b * (x) the set of dual bonds around x. The cost of this spin flip is
Points 2), 5) and 6) immediately follow. Point 4) is an immediate consequence of (26) by noting that once the spin-flip from plus to minus occurred in x, in the next half-step of the dynamics the neighbor site x , sharing with x a q-dual bond, is also flipped to minus without an additional cost. The new row then grows only in one direction at zero cost. In order to decrease a minus cluster one has to start to flip a minus spin in x with |b * (x) ∩ γ(σ)| = 2 in the first half-step and then in the subsequent half-steps is necessary to continue flipping the minus spins in the side, with a cost ε at each spin flip but the last one. Indeed all the configurations visited in this path are not in M 0 with the exception of the last one in which the complete side of the cluster has been erased. From this we have immediately point 3) and 1).
Define the resistence of a configuration σ in M as the non negative real number r(σ) such that max τ =σP (σ, τ ) e −r(σ)β .
We have for any σ ∈ M :
We can classify configurations in M in the following way
with M sup the set of super-critical configurations without sides or with all sides of length at least n c and M red the set of reducible configurations in which there exists a side of length less than n c . We have r(σ) = 2 − 2ε for all σ ∈ M sup and r(σ) = 2ε(n − 1) < 2 − 2ε for all σ ∈ M red .
Denote byτ A the first hitting time to the set A for the processX.
Corollary 3.7 For any α sufficiently small there exists a > 0 such that
Proof of Corollary 3.7
with B 1 = { in [0, e 2ε(nc−2)β+αβ ] there are moves ofX different from staying or decreasing}
with a < 2(1−ε(n c −1))−α. As far as B 2 is concerned, note that by B c 1 we have only staying or decreasing moves. Moreover every decreasing move has a cost smaller or equal to 2ε(n c − 2)β so that the number of decreasing moves within 2e 2ε(nc−2)β+αβ is larger than e αβ/2 with large probability. Such a number of decreasing move, when increasing or other moves are forbidden by B c 1 , produces with high probability a configuration in {+1} ∪ M sup .
ii) By using a similar argument, for each σ∈ M sup
with
there are moves ofX different from staying or increasing}
with a < 2(ε(n c − 1)) − α. The argument for C 2 is similar to that of B 2 .
iii) Combining i) with ii) recurrence to {−1,+1} in a time e (2−2ε)β+αβ can be easily obtained forX.
With Proposition 3.6 and Corollary 3.7 we conclude the proof of the Theorem. We use again the same strategy: it is sufficient to prove
withT = e E sh c β−εβ = e (4nc−2εnc(nc−1)−2ε)β . To this purpose we construct an event E such that, E implies that starting from +1 the processX reaches −1 within a time e (2−2ε)β+αβ/4 , for a fixed positive α <ᾱ and with
With such an event we can conclude the proof of the Theorem as follows. We divide the time intervalT eᾱ β into subintervals of length 2e (2−2ε)β+αβ/4 . The event {τ −1 >T eᾱ β } implies that in each of these subintervals is not realized the following event: = +1 then E is verified.
By Corollary 3.7 and by (42) this event has a probability larger than (1−e −aβ )e − E sh c β−(2−ε)β+αβ/2 , so noting that for 0 < a < b we have
we immediately obtain
To construct the event E we proceed as follows. Let σ (n,m) be a configuration with a parallelogram of minus spins of sides n, m in a sea of plus spins andφ be the following sequence of configurations in M with an increasing cluster of minus spins which is a rhombus or a quasi-rhombus:
The event E is constructed on the chainX starting at +1 as follows:
-the first not staying move is the transition to σ (1,1) occurred within a time e (2−2ε)β ;
-for each i ∈ {1, 2n c − 2} the chainX leaves the stateφ i within a time e r(φ i )β+α β , with α < α 4nc , reaching the configurationφ i+1 ;
-when reached the supercritical configuration σ (nc,nc) the chainX reaches −1 in a time smaller than e (2−2ε)β+αβ/4 .
By (40) and again by using (43) we get
and so 
Discussion of the results and open problems 4.1 Geological interpretation
In this section we discuss the geological interpretation of the shaken dynamics. We start from some phenomenological aspects that are well known in the geological literature.
Tectonic plates are separated by faults, and such separations are the main sites of the geological active events: in particular, earthquakes far from faults are very rare. When an earthquake starts, it is typically followed by a seismic swarm, whose duration may vary from some days to some months.
The whole dataset of the beginning of earthquakes seems not to be correlated with the tidal phase. However a correlation appears if earthquakes are divided into two types: the earthquakes due to the separation of the two plates (normal earthquakes) and the ones due to the approaching of the plates, with consequent subduction and orogeny (thrust earthquakes). For a more detailed discussion see [25] , [8] .
In what follows we determine suitable values for the parameters of our shaken dynamics in order to mimic this qualitative phenomenology. To this purpose the following facts have to be taken into account. First of all, the system has a natural discrete clock given by the alternation of the two opposite directions of the stress between litosphere and mantle: the physical time related to this clock is the time between a high tide and the subsequent low tide, namely 6 h 13 . Hence, measuring time in terms of steps of the dynamics, we observe that, at a given site x, both the time interval between two earthquakes and the duration of the swarms are very long, say 10 5 ÷ 10 6 and 20 ÷ 400 time units, respectively. This suggests that the inertial term q has to be larger than λ and J. The parameter λ tunes the difference of inertia in the case of intact constraints (higher inertia) and broken constraints (lower inertia) and it is still quantitatively quite significant. Finally the contribution of the (alternate) interaction with the neighbors has to be much smaller, but anyway it can not be neglected, since almost no earthquakes occur far from the faults, i.e., in a neighborhood of intact constraints.
Recalling that σ x = +1 represents a broken constraint, we model a fault with a set of fixed spins with plus sign.
Keeping in mind these observations we proceed as follows.
In order to describe earthquakes near a fault, we want the probability P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ +− + ) = e 2J−q−λ 2 cosh(−2J + q + λ)
to be of the order of 10 −5 ÷ 10 −6 .
Moreover, both probabilities P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ −− − ) = e −2J−q−λ 2 cosh(2J + q + λ) P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ +− − ) = e −q−λ 2 cosh(q + λ) must be very small, since they represent the probability of an earthquake in a site with two or one intact neighbors.
To describe the typical duration of a swarm we ask the probability P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ −+ − ) = e −2J+q−λ 2 cosh(−2J + q − λ)
to be of the order of 1 − 10 −2 . Whereas the other two probabilities P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ ++ + ) = e 2J+q−λ 2 cosh(2J + q − λ) P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ −+ + ) = e q−λ 2 cosh(q − λ)
should be closer to 1, saying that the leading term that determines the end of a swarm, i.e. the flip of τ x to the value −1, is P (τ x = +1|x ∈ Λ −+ − ).
A suitable choice for the parameters q, λ and J coherent with the previous requirements is q = 5, λ = 2, J = 0, 5.
We performed some numerical simulations of the evolution of the shaken dynamics using the previous values for the parameters. In this setting:
-the torus (Λ, B Λ ) is interpreted as a finite region of Earth's surface; -the fault is modelled by setting σ x = +1 on the diagonal of (Λ, B Λ ). Note that similar values for the leading probabilities (44), (45) could be obtained considering a more conventional dynamics where the spin at each site x interacts with all its neighbors, by setting q a = q s − 2J s where q s and J s are the parameters of the shaken dynamics and q a is the corresponding inertial term of the dynamics which "looks in all directions". In other words the number of events of a shaken dynamics is the same of the number of events observed in a "all directions" dynamics with a lower value of q. This fact can be interpreted as a weakened effective friction between litosphere and mantle due to the presence of tidal forces.
Other remarks
Let us conclude our paper with some other general comments and open problems.
The pair Hamiltonian and the idea used in the definition of the shaken dynamics, i.e., to consider only half of the interactions (down-left), allow to interpolate between different lattices. For example, as a consequence of theorem 2.2, we can define a suitable shaken dynamics on the triangular lattice and obtain a corresponding alternate dynamics on the square lattice with equilibrium measure the usual Gibbs measure. Note, however, that the idea of alternate dynamics on even and odd sites is already present in the literature (see [5] ).
As a second remark we want to note that, in the low temperature regime, the parameter q tunes the shape of the critical dropplet. Actually a further gain in the time to reach the stable state −1 could be obtained by choosing the parameter q = J =
